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Our last newsletter seems a lifetime ago now and the
landscape has changed (several times) since.
First and foremost I hope everyone is fit and well. In other
correspondence I reported on a proliferation of Covid cases in
other school communities - I sincerely hope that THS families
manage to avoid befalling to the virus.
So, in light of the developing situation, No 10 took the
decision to close schools to most children* for at least six
weeks. The good news is that one of those weeks has already
passed – and what a week it has been!
I have enormous pride in, and respect for how THS teachers
have taken on the challenges of providing remote learning.
Predictable technology problems aside the boys have enthusiastically engaged with their teachers online and their
learning has definitely ‘hit the ground running’. We are under no illusions regarding the difficulties that remote
learning causes families – thank you for the continued patience and supportive effort of parents. However, all in all the
first week has been positive - a super well done to everyone !
* children who are allowed in school are those considered to be vulnerable and those of parents whose jobs are critical
to the Covid-19 response. We are proud to have supported several families this week as some children have been on
site. Once again, the amazing THS staff have answered the call and we have even managed to keep respective bubbles
separate!
We have included a couple of photos from school this week – it would be
lovely to include some from ‘home’ in the coming weeks – please don’t
be shy in sharing!
One of the biggest lessons society learned from the Summer term
‘lockdown’ was how we cannot ignore the mental impact of such
conditions.
Hopefully everyone is ‘mentally healthy’ at this stage – but from a
parental perspective – knowledge is power.
It is with in mind that we share the links below:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/parents-workshop-1-mental-healthawareness-for-parents-tickets-126807766443
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/parents-workshop-2-supporting-mentalhealth-difficulties-in-children-tickets-126811497603
These are free resilience workshops for parents, they take place next
week - 11th and 13th of January.
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WOBBLE HE AD MONSTERS
No the title doesn’t refer to Mr Peyton and me trying to get to grips with government guidance – it refers
to these fantastic ceramic creations!
I mentioned that last term seems like a long
time ago now – but, these fantastic works of art
remind us of more socially relaxed times.
Very observant readers will have noticed that
one of the newest additions to the common
room is Ms Whiting – who happens to be a
ceramics graduate.
Year 3 benefitted from her tutelage in after
school pottery club and these colourful firings
are the result.

Further reminders of last term come in the form of more good news for our
chosen charity The Vineyard Foodbank.
Christmas Jumper Day raised the whopping total of £359.26 – many thanks to
all for your most generous contributions.

STORY TIME
Pictured below are the Riddell boys (left) and Reception class (right) settling down for a good story.
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FRIDAY NIGHT FIVES
2020 concluded a very strange and eventful season for the Year 2 Tigers in Friday Night 5’s. The team was
forced to overcome multiple self-isolation absences and a broken arm to starting goalkeeper Arthur Lazarus.
The boys embraced the challenge and lived the Tower House spirit playing for each other to finish the
campaign winning every game after the COVID pause. The season also saw Ashwin Chockalingam named
Top Player in the division on the strength of 5 straight weeks with Man of the Match honours."

Pictured: Wilfred, Arthur, Ashwin, Max, Seb and Leo. Missing: Gilby

MUSIC RESULTS
Please see below some more fantastic ABRSM music examination results:

Name				Instrument		Grade		Result
Angus McKinnell		
Descant Recorder 1		
Pass!
Joseph Burgess		
Descant Recorder 1		
Merit
Oscar Schmidt		
Descant Recorder 1		
Merit
Rory Wouters		Oboe			2		Pass
Thomas Messeri		Piano 			1		Merit
Freddy Golding		Singing		1		Merit
Leo Ma			Piano			6		Distinction
Well done boys!
On a related note, the ABRSM board has regrettably decided to cancel the spring term music exams.
Hopefully the ABRSM board will be able to run the summer exams which will take place over a longer period
of time to enable more candidates to take exams.
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RE ADING WALL
Last term saw some fantastic book reviews uploaded to the reading wall. Please encourage your sons to
keep reading and enjoy the escapism a good book can provide, especially in the current circumstances.
Guidance for writing and uploading reviews can be found on the Library page of the THS portal and please
don't hesitate to contact Miss Merrell for any additional support.
Review of the week
Never and Forever by Cressida Cowell
This book is the last of its series. It is set first in a mine where Xar and Wish look for Xar's brother, Snooter.
Snooter has the last item of the recipe to destroy the Witches and the evil KING WITCH! Together Xar
and Wish eventually get to the Witches' Mountain and a fight breaks out. It's up to you to find out what
happens next!
I really like the similarity between this book and other books. I feel that this book can be easily compared
to Harry Potter for the KING WITCH is like Voldemort. They both have more than one life and they can
both use magic. Wish and Harry are similar as they both escape from the BAD GUY more than any other
character in the book. This book is a thrilling tale of magic and how it can be both, good and bad.
Submitted by George Gill in Year 5

Have a lovely
weekend!

Mr Gregory Evans, Headmaster

Year 5 have been making their own ukuleles from recyclable
materials. Here you can see William Tattley sporting his (left)
and Mustafa Siddiqui's creation on the right - beautiful!
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